
Sales Promotion Material

Contact TEKU: 
Mr. Dirk Moormann, Pöppelmann-
TEKU 
Telephone +49 4442 982-1602
dirkmoormann@poeppelmann.com

Contakt Desch: 
Mr. Werner van de Mosselaar, Desch
Telephone +31 416 562 425 
werner.vandemosselaar@desch.nl

Labels
Unit price label 35x100mm: 
21,70 EUR /1.000 labels
 
Unit price label 65x150mm: 
41,20  EUR / 1.000 labels

Contact: 
Hatice Sahin, Floramedia 
Germany 
Telephone +49 711 518582-27
hatice.sahin@floramedia.de

POS Poster and 
Banners
Different sizes and languages – 
price depending on the size and 
the order quantity.

Price example: 100 posters (Din A2 
420 x 594 mm): 81,70 EUR (incl. 
standard dispatch to eg. France)

Contact: 
Marketing Selecta one
Telephone +49 711 95325-0 
marketing@selecta-one.com

Printed pots
Price depending on the order 
quantity.

www.selecta-one.com

Our service for you:
Would you like to promote a mixed container or table of different SKY varieties? 

We are happy to design individual posters or banners for you with the varieties in your 

assortment. Just contact us:  marketing@selecta-one.com 

PS: Of course, NightSky® is still available as a single concept...

sel® NightSky®

07313

Fleuro
Star
FLEUROSELECT AWARD

Bedding Plants

NightSky®

... the story began with NightSky®.

NightSky® tells the story of a thousand journeys 
through the starlit sky, of the poetry of the moment, of 
life, discovery and wonder. Its story inspires the imagi-
nation. NightSky® has won numerous awards, sold by 
the millions and is hugely popular and appreciated by 
growers, retailers and consumers alike.

On its journey through the galaxy, NightSky® will gain 
more companions. Other combinations from the SKY-
family are also possible. There are no limits to your 
imagination.

Legendary Petunias.

Outta space



Novelties in the SKYfamily

sel® LavenderSky®

07411

sel® RoyalSky®

07512

sel® LightningSky®

07389 | KLEPH18389

sel® Electric Purple Sky®

07513

sel® AlpeTunia® GlacierSky

07370

sel® GlowingSky

07587

sel® CarmineSky

07674

sel® PinkSky

07597

sel® CherrySky

07668

sel® Bonnie MysterySky

07440

With Glowing Sky, Cherry Sky, Carmine Sky and Pink Sky, 
new stars appear in the night sky, offer the proven stable, 
high-contrast pattern and inspire with spectacular color 

worlds in different shades of pink-red with white and 
cream dots. The sky becomes more colorful, diverse 
and interesting.


